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Official opening of the Saur de Marne-la-Vallée OCC©:   
 
  

OCCs© DELIVER THE OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE LOCAL AUTHORITIES NEED TO 
TAKE BACK RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR OWN WATER POLICIES.  
  
Invented by Saur in 2007, the OCC© is the nerve centre for the control, management and analysis of local 
authority water supply and wastewater treatment data. Packed with innovations developed out of the best 
digital technologies available in the market, our OCCs© are revolutionising the industry by providing local 
authority councillors with a real-time comprehensive overview of the service delivered in their area. It gives 
Saur a clear competitive edge from the viewpoint of urban communities with a commitment to greater 
openness and taking back ownership of their own water policies; recent contracts include Arles, Valenciennes 
and Perpignan Méditerranée. These exceptional water industry contract gains are a direct result of a truly 
bespoke and totally transparent offer.  
  
Officially opened on 10 December 2015 at a ceremony attended by Jérôme Le Conte (Executive Chairman of 
the Saur Group), Roland Morichon (Water and Engineering Division Managing Director for France) and 
Arnaud de Belenet (Chairman of the Val d’Europe New Urban Development Corporation or SAN), the Marne-
la-Vallée OCC© is simultaneously a response control and allocation centre and a water data collection and 
analysis platform. It is also, and above all, a forum for discussion and information sharing with local 
authorities. Its 70 on-site experts monitor the operation of 30,000 km of pipeline networks and 3,200 sites 
(plants, reservoirs, pumping stations, etc.) in 23 departments on behalf of 600 local authority clients. Using 
data collected from remotely managed facilities, 350,000 field responses are initiated annually as part of 
providing more effective, more responsible management and control of water supply and wastewater 
treatment.  
  
OCC©: INNOVATION BACKED BY PERFORMANCE COMMITMENTS  
  
New digital innovations are continuously implemented in our OCCs© to add new functions with the aim of 
delivering an even more accurate and responsive service to meet the specific needs of each area served. 
This innovation capability is integral to the Saur Group digital transition programme. Introduced in 2014, it is 
designed to provide a permanent stream of input to refine the environment of all 8 Operations Control 
Centres. With resources like OCC© online (the platform designed to share data and information with local 
authority and technical services clients), Mobi+ (the mobile virtual office for field staff) and WebCarto (map-
based display of all water-related facilities and data), the OCCs© are becoming constantly evolving command 
and control hubs. They are capable of gathering, checking and analysing data to provide a continual stream 
of information tailored to the specific needs of each local authority.  
 
 
  



OCCs©: WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS FOR LOCAL AUTHORITY CLIENTS?  
By backing innovation, and "because every area is unique", Saur has created its OCCs© to revolutionise water 
services. The Marne-la-Vallée OCC© gives Saur the ability to offer a tailormade response to the specific needs of 
local authorities in the Ile-de-France, Normandy, Picardy, Artois, Flandre and Champagne-Ardenne.  
  
A service delivered at the best-possible price, regardless of the area served: by using the same digital systems 
and implementing the same organisational structure built around pooled and optimised services, Saur offers its 
clients the same quality of service, whether the local authority serves 200 residents or 200,000.  
 
Responding to the new demands of the water market by using the very latest technologies: innovative, 
modular and flexible, the OCC© brings smart functionality to all networks and facilities to offer local authorities 
360° real-time visibility of their assets and service performance.  
 
The capability to anticipate events and respond immediately: data uploaded from thousands of sensors 
provides the ability to detect weaknesses in individual items of equipment as the basis for preventive or 
remedial maintenance. If, despite all the precautions taken, a crisis does occur, the OCC© organisational 
structure makes it possible to get people and resources in place in record time.  
Total transparency: The OCC© is also a central data exchange and sharing point that remains accessible to local 
authority clients 365 days of the year. Local authority clients can use the OCC© online platform to overfly their 
entire operations region on Google Earth®, and view all their water supply and wastewater network operations 
in real time. The accuracy of data feedback also means that performance reports can be published on demand 
(product quality, on-site measurements, leaks, complaints, etc.).  
  
  
 COCC©: KEY FIGURES  
 
• 8 OCCs® in France: Toulouse, Saumur, Lyon, Serris, Nîmes, Vannes, Le Tampon (on La Réunion), Le 
Robert (on Martinique) • More than 50,000 items of data and information gathered and processed every 
week • 180,000 km of drinking water supply pipeline systems • 3.2 million drinking water connections • 
3,800 treatment facilities • 21,500 engineered structures managed • 3.5 million responses coordinated 
every year • More than 30,000 remotely managed facilities and sensors • 4,000 field operations staff • 7 
million consumers • 6,700 local authorities  
  
 
  
Contact presse : Astrid Villette (astrid.villette@fticonsulting.com - 01 47 03 69 51) 
  
About Saur: As a longstanding environmental services leader, SAUR Group serves local authorities and industrial 
companies in the successful implementation of development projects in water supply and treatment, environmental 
services (Coved), engineering (Stereau), infrastructure services (Cise TP), and other services related  to leisure 
activities. Saur key figures: €1.7 billion 2013 Group net revenue, 13,000 employees and 18 million consumers in France 
and worldwide.  
 
 
 
 
 

 Saur 
Head office: Les Cyclades - 1, rue Antoine Lavoisier - 78280 Guyancourt - www.saur.com  
Saur - French simplified joint-stock company (SAS) capitalised at €101,529,000 - R.C.S. Versailles 339 379 984 - Intracommunity VAT no.: FR 28 339 
379 984  



INNOVATION BY SAUR 

At the official opening of the Marne-la-Vallée  OCC, Saur highlighted the recent innovations that 
underline the effectiveness of this organisational structure in serving local authority water policy a little 
more every day. We shine a spotlight on three of them:  
 
Innovation 1 : OCC© on line  
  
The information sharing platform for our local authority and technical services clients  
The Group offers its clients a 24/7 interactive communication platform. With secure access available from any 
computer, OCC© online provides a complete overview of contract technical data, performance indicators, 
incidents, complaints and field operations presented via geolocated interfaces using data centralised by the 
OCCs©. This level of transparency enables local authorities to be involved in every aspect of the water 
management process, and to have instant access to the data they need to guide their investment programmes.  
  
Innovation 2 : WebCarto 
  
Visual mapping of all water service facilities and data  
Implemented in all OCCs©, WebCarto is an on-screen visual mapping service covering all of France and 
displaying every water service resource (pipeline networks, district metering areas, reservoirs, treatment 
plants, etc.) and all related events (pipeline operations, high-pressure pipeline cleaning, leak detection, etc.). 
WebCarto can display, mask and overlay different mapping layers to display precisely the information required. 
This gives control centre schedulers a single and extremely powerful system that displays the current status of 
the water network updated in real-time, rather than a series of spreadsheets that are not always easy to use 
effectively. WebCarto has become a crucial component in directing and managing the work done by field 
operations staff, thereby delivering a more efficient and responsive service to our clients.  
  

Innovation 3 : Mobi+  
  
The mobile virtual office for field staff  
Mobi+, the new mobile app for smartphones and tablets, gives 
field staff a richer level of information presented in an easy-to-use 
format, and a permanent link to the OCC: its simplified browsing 
structure provides easy access to schedules, map-based 
visualisation of engineered structures, work in progress and an 
historic log of field operations. New functions now make it possible 
to generate more detailed reports complete with photographs 
and/or videos. This ability to provide higher added-value feedback 
direct from field operations helps to optimise the service and give 
greater depth to the information shared with local authorities. 
“Our teams spend a lot of time on the road. We needed a system 
that would work like a mobile office to provide them with all the 
information we have available, and conversely, for them to be able 
to upload data to us".  

INNOVATION BY SAUR  
 



Thousands of data sensors installed at key locations in regional operations sites (treatment plants, 
reservoirs, pipelines, pumping stations, etc.) gather, qualify and detect the slightest fluctuation or fault. 
These data are transmitted to the OCC®, which acts as a central 'brain' providing 24/7 strategic monitoring 
to support every operation carried out in every facility. All incoming data is analysed and, depending on its 
nature, examined by a team of experts. This team uses the results of its analyses to schedule the 
appropriate response, which is transmitted directly via smartphone to the most appropriate operations 
technician closest to the incident, who is identified using a geolocation system. All OCC data are also 
shared with local authority clients via secure cloud computing and private access to CPO® online, giving 
them all the data they need to inform and guide water policy for their individual areas.  

  

HOW DOES AN OCC® WORK?  
 

CPO® on line 

Mobi+ 



"The high performance delivered by the OCC® offers local authorities the same consistent level of service 
excellence throughout their administrative areas. By providing open access to local authorities, it becomes 
their own water services management system. Our clients want a comprehensive overview of the service 
throughout their area in order to to monitor what their delegated management provider is doing, develop 
their own master plan, and have direct control of their relationship with consumers" -  Jérôme Le Conte, 
Saur Group Executive Chairman.  
  
"The OCC® and the performance commitment that comes with it make a significant contribution to making 
Saur the preferred service provider to the urban communities of France. That is clear from the contracts we 
have recently won, partly as a result of our head start in using new technologies to manage the water 
services of urban communities such as Perpignan, Arles, Valenciennes, Nevers and Montauban. The 
organisational structure within which our OCCs® operate has demonstrated its operational performance 
and ability to provide bespoke services. It is perfectly suited to the changing responsibilities of local 
authorities in the provision of water supply and wastewater treatment services introduced by the NOTre 
legislation on regional reform" - Roland Morichon, Water and Engineering Division Managing Director for 
France.  
   

IN THEIR OWN WORDS...  

Official opening of the Lyon-Gerland OCC  
 



NEW AREAS OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE IN WATER SERVICES  
  
Unique in France, our OCCs are staffed by 350 experts with the key skills needed to respond effectively to the 
water resource management needs of local authorities and deliver all the associated services. Alongside 
hydraulic engineers, chemists and cartographers are appearing new professional profiles working in mobility, 
metrology, geopositioning and energy management, to mention just a few. At the heart of the control centre, 
schedulers manage the operational responses delivered every day by 4,000 operators based on data 
uploaded directly from the field.  
In the back office, data scientists apply their mathematical knowledge to help the OCCs® make effective use 
of the massive amounts of data they process. "It's tomorrow's professional world today", says Frédéric 
Renaut, Head of Smart Technologies for the Saur Group. "As well as the direct link to local authorities, which 
is absolutely crucial, the analyses run by our data scientists will allow us to identify trends, give everyone 
involved a much clearer understanding of a given region, and therefore facilitate the process of anticipating 
and prioritising field operations and investments".  
  

THE OCC... CREATING NEW PROFESSIONS  



THE OCC... BECAUSE EACH LOCAL AUTHORITY AREA IS UNIQUE 8 OCC®  in France 
 



 Saur 
Head office: Les Cyclades - 1, rue Antoine Lavoisier - 78280 Guyancourt  
Saur - French simplified joint-stock company (SAS) capitalised at €101,529,000 - R.C.S. Versailles 339 379 984 - 
Intracommunity VAT no.: FR 28 339 379 984  

About Saur: As a longstanding environmental services leader, SAUR Group serves local authorities and 
industrial companies in the successful implementation of development projects in water supply and 
treatment, environmental services (Coved), engineering (Stereau), infrastructure services (Cise TP), and 
other services related  to leisure activities. Saur key figures: €1.7 billion 2013 Group net revenue, 13,000 
employees and 18 million consumers in France and worldwide.  
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